89 suzuki samurai

The Suzuki Samurai, a vehicle revered for its off-road ability but ridiculed for its twee
proportions and rather third-world driving dynamics, occupies an odd place in automotive
culture. To this day, the Samurai retains legions of loyal fans, and yet it is featured in Richard
Porter's Crap Cars, summarized with the line, "It would have been more fun to be attacked by an
actual samurai. And controversial machines can make for compelling collector cars. Although
Suzuki sold more than , Samurais in the United Statesâ€”it was a rebadged version of the global
Jimny, the modern version of which is most excellentâ€”finding a clean one can present a
challenge. The Samurai's glory days are at nearly three decades behind us, and the years since
have generally been unkind to a vehicle that was always regarded as a disposable object of
off-road abuse. John Harper, of Charlotte, North Carolina, knew he wanted a Samurai but had a
hard time finding one that wasn't fitted with inch Super Swamper tires and a 1. Harper was
obviously not dissuaded by the Samurai's infamous run-in with Consumer Reports , which
eventually resulted in a legal battle that wasn't settled until Samurai owners seem to view
Consumer Reports the same way that Corvair owners regard Ralph Naderâ€”at this point, the
magazine's contentious rollover test is part of the legend. And, judging by the number of lifted
Samurais scampering about the country's woodlands, owners aren't hugely worried about
raising the little truck's center of gravity. But it's telling that Suzuki's own brochure for the
Samurai takes a digression from the marketing braggadocio "Would you like to go to the beach
driving an irresistible bikini magnet? It will not corner at the same speed as a conventional car.
So avoid sharp turns and abrupt maneuvers, and always wear your seatbelt. I bear this advice in
mind as I buckle into Harper's red Samurai for a jaunt around Charlotte. The first impression is
that this is an impossibly tiny vehicle by modern standardsâ€” a two-door Jeep Wrangler is
about a foot wider and a foot and a half longer. The turning circle is It's a wieldy truck, but the
view out over that stubby hood precludes any illusions that modern safety rules apply. A Ford F
blowing a stop sign would boot this thing like Adam Vinatieri teeing up a yard field goal. As with
a motorcycle or a Lotus Elise, the scale of the Samurai instills a healthy feeling of vulnerability
in modern traffic. You drive alertly. And, as with a bike or a small sports car, the Sammy's
modest weight and dinky dimensions instill their own brand of fun. Given the specsâ€”63
horsepower and leaf-sprung solid axlesâ€”I wasn't expecting much in the way of on-road
entertainment. But the Samurai proves yet again that the tactile rewards of driving are not
entirely tied to the g-forces produced. It's not damning with faint praise to say that the Samurai
is far better to drive than I expected. The ride is not bad at least on smooth pavement , and the
unassisted recirculating-ball steering exhibits little of the on-center slack common to larger
trucks of the era. The 1. The sensation of speed is heightened by your exposure to the elements
and the five-speed manual gearbox, which is your ally in keeping the little four-banger in its
sweet spot. Perhaps you wouldn't want to drive miles on the highway, but remember that a s
Wrangler wasn't a paragon of sophistication, either. The Samurai's real virtues aren't revealed
until you take it off-road. We pull down into a muddy track paralleling a train yard, and the
Suzuki has no problem picking its way around obstacles that have obviously stymied other
vehiclesâ€”the drop-off from the road, for instance, is so steep that the edge of the pavement
bears scars from trucks with less favorable break-over angles. The Samurai drops right in. You
can see why this is a prized rock-crawling vehicleâ€”and why there are so few stock ones left.
You can also see why it was a worldwide success, selling in more than countries under various
nameplates. After all, how many used cars afford the daily opportunity to pretend that you're a
Malaysian farmer? Back in the s and '90s, the Samurai was the nonconformist's Wrangler. As an
offbeat around-town runabout, trail machine, or beach truck, it still is. Harper likes his so much
that he bought it twice. Eventually, his brother-in-law scratched his Samurai itch and Harper
bought the Suzuki again. This time, he's keeping it. This article was originally published in
November Close Ad. Years U. The Samurai represents an off-road genre that no longer exists:
an agile SUV significantly smaller than a modern Jeep Wrangler. Straight-line speed is lacking,
but the Sammy's humble virtues include a pound curb weight, a manual transmission, manual
steering, and a manual convertible top. There's deep aftermarket support and a variety of clubs
for owners. The Samurai also gets decent gas mileage and has a reputation for ruggedness. If
you find one that has spent its life as the RV tender for road-tripping retirees, buy it. Share on
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its originating country's past, then the Suzuki Samurai must be something truly special, right?
The Samurai was a strange bird. Billed as an SUV, it seemed more like a jeep trying to be a
pickup and convertible all at onceand that's why it worked out so well. When it came out in , it
became very popular with the 4WD community in the United States who sang praises of it great
off-road performance and reliabilityespecially when pitted against the other 4WDs out at the
time. That's no mean feat in a community that is difficult to please. The beauty of the Suzuki
Samurai lay in two things: it was compact and it was light. This lightness gave it the ability to
weave effortlessly off-road with no chance of sinking in soft ground like other full-bodied and
heavier SUVs would. With an equally simple design coupled with easy engine and suspension
modification options, the Samurai was also the perfect starter ride for beginner off-roaders. Its
1. Though the Suzuki Samurai stopped rolling off the assembly lines in , it still is very popular
among off-roaders and so-called "ruggeds on a budget". Second hand models go for the cheap,
and the Samurai still performs as ably off road as it did over two decades ago! As a nod to a
great ride, many manufacturers continue to churn out a lot of top-quality Suzuki Samurai parts
and accessories. You can do anything from convert your Samurai from soft-top to hard-top and
back again. Overhaul the engine, retool the air conditioning, and calibrate the exhaustthose are
all still possible today! Going off-road is a great way to have fun for adventurous and outdoorsy
people. If you have the Suzuki Samurai to go along with you in your exploits, then you're lucky,
because not only is it great for those rugged trails, but it is also just the right size: small enough
to go through narrow paths. But unlike urban cars though, 4x4's need extra attention when it
comes to their maintenance as they are used on extreme conditions and are more prone to
being overworked. Here are upkeep tips that will help your Suzuki Samurai last longer in the
wilderness:. As an off-road vehicle, your Samurai is going to rely heavily on its transmission to
successfully traverse those rugged trails, which makes the transmission more susceptible to
wear and in need of a more frequent fluid replacement. Because of the constant gear changes,
the transmission wears out, which in turn causes minute metal fragments to chafe off and mix
with the oil. And when metal particles contaminate the oil, it turns it into a murky mess of a
sludge. So, to ensure that your transmission is going to work properly, a regular change in
transmission fluid is vital. It will not just guarantee that your transmission will be in a good
working condition, but it will also give you an assurance that your car will able to navigate
through rocky paths with ease. Since your 4x4 would be making a lot of different turns, it is
equipped with limited slip differentials to successfully traverse rocky paths. The limited slip
differentials are more complex than the usual open ones found in on-road vehicles making it
more high maintenance than its counterpart. Make sure that you properly lubricate the
differentials to ensure that all the gears would work flawlessly. Watch out for any signs of wear
and leaks because those issues need to be immediately addressed. If your differentials cannot
hold the oil properly, or is not lubricated appropriately, it would cause premature wear and
could affect how your brake functions. Going off-road is synonymous to going dirty. With the
absence of paved roads, dirt and mud are just normal souvenirs after an adventurous drive.
You'll never know when several types of debris like rock, sticks, pebbles, and leaves may have
found their way through your car's interior, or worse, under your hood; and not to mention, the
mud or wet soil that can cause your car's frame and other vital parts to corrode. A simple
solution to that problem is giving your 4x4 a good, thorough bath. Don't just focus on the
vehicle's exterior and tires, like you would, if you're washing an on-road car. See to it that the
interior and each of the car parts under the hood is free from any form of debris. It's better to be
thorough and sure, than to be sorry in the end when your Samurai refuses to start just when
you're already set to go. Since , Suzuki has been manufacturing the Jimnyâ€”one of the best
lines of off-road vehicles in the automobile industry. But in , in order to meet the demands of the
public for a much better version, the Jimny was revamped and was called the Samurai. Known
for its affordable cost and reliable performance on many kinds of terrain, this vehicle line holds
the record for the most number of debut-year sales of any Japanese car brand. Though its
production already ceased, the Samurai continues to inspire many car manufacturers and
enthusiasts around the world. When the first model of the Suzuki Samurai was released in the
United States in for the model year, it was powered by a 1. Sold as either a hardtop or
convertible, this off-road vehicle quickly became popular because of its reliable and good
performance. Also, because of its reduced weight, the first model of the Samurai did not easily
sink when driven on soft ground. Aside from these features, this vehicle was easily modified,
therefore earning it a total of 47, unit sales in its debut. Dubbed as the Some of the significant
changes done during this period were the installation of a bigger anti-sway bar for less

incidents of body rolls and the revision of the suspension settings. The fifth gear was also
lowered which gave way to better highway performance. Interior-wise, the Samurai became
more comfortable because its seats and dashboard were redesigned. From to , the Suzuki
Samurai did not undergo many changes. Nonetheless, some of the notable improvements were
the introduction of a new engine in The then new 1. In the same year, this vehicle was equipped
with fresh transmission bearings and transfer case. For the model year, the rear seat was
discarded. And in , all models of the Samurai were sold with standard rear shoulder safety belts.
Unfortunately, in the same year, due to steadily declining sales, Suzuki decided to withdraw the
Samurai from the United States markets citing the unfavorable review by Consumer Reports in
as the main cause. Although sales of the Samurai already stopped in the United States after , it
was still sold in other countries. In fact, it received several updates such as the installation of a
coil spring suspension, therefore earning this model the nickname Coily. Aside from the
revamped suspension, this Samurai model received redesigned seats, doors, steering wheel,
and dashboard. Engine-wise, most of the Samurais that were sold in export markets were
powered by the 1. However, not all models of the Samurai were improved. Some still followed
the narrow design of the original version. Thus, after , the third generation Jimny replaced the
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